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In-Network Freshness Control: Trading Throughput
for Freshness
Shih-Hao Tseng, SooJean Han, and Adam Wierman
Abstract—In addition to traditional concerns such as through-
put and latency, freshness is becoming increasingly important.
To stay fresh, applications stream status updates among their
components, which can congest the network if the update
frequency is too high. Tuning to the right frequency is not trivial,
especially in the presence of other flows, when network sharing
becomes much more involved. Also, sophisticated tuning logic
inevitably complicates the design of the endhost devices.
In this paper, we take an alternative approach. Instead of
tuning the update frequency at the end-host, we let the endhost
send out updates at its own pace and control the freshness
within the network. This In-network Freshness Control (IFC)
scheme allows the network operator to improve freshness while
providing a fine-grained trade-off with throughput. IFC leverages
in-network compute resources to filter out obsolete information
during transmission of status updates, while queueing other drop-
averse traffic separately to provide high throughput. We provide
an analytic study of IFC and then implement IFC as Linux kernel
modules. Our experiments show that IFC outperforms existing
queueing disciplines by improving both throughput (by up to
40%) and freshness (by up to 50%). IFC can easily be combined
with existing methods, e.g., BBR and DCTCP, and is effective
even in partial deployments.
Index Terms—Age of Information (AoI), in-network traffic
control, mixed traffic scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
AS we step into the era of the Internet of Things (IoT),applications increasingly depend on the ability of the
network to deliver information when it is fresh so that they can
well synchronize their geo-distributed components. Freshness
is critical for emerging streaming and IoT applications. For
example, Google opens its cloud gaming platform Stadia [1]
to consumers across the globe. Live-streaming services such
as Facebook Live [2] and YouTube TV [3] are widely used
on a daily basis. Microsoft Azure IoT [4] orchestrates inter-
connected IoT devices while they “observe, identify and un-
derstand the world – without the limitations of human-entered
data” [5]. The IoT era has also brought a rapid development
of smart city technologies, introducing a diversity of safety-
critical applications that require consistently available fresh
and up-to-date information. Decentralized connected vehicles
rely on fresh position estimates at each car/drone to prevent
collisions [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], and fresh phasor data updates
are crucial for smart grid stabilization [11], [12], [13], [14].
Tasks over large-scale autonomous robotic networks, such
as nanosatellite deployment for constellation missions [15]
and collaborative data-gathering through swarm-guidance and
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flocking [16], [17], [18], [19], need fresh measurements
to take prompt actions. Based on up-to-date measurements,
disaster detection measures like earthquake early warning
systems [20], [21], [22] issue timely alarms to save lives.
Given these applications, freshness as a performance metric
is outpacing more traditional measures like throughput, and
freshness-driven flows are expected to occupy a significant
share of network traffic in the near future [23].
To stay fresh, the information source of an application needs
to refresh its destinations from time to time by streaming the
status updates. Ideally, a high update frequency could keep
the destinations perfectly in sync. In practice, though, flooding
status updates into the network causes congestion that hurts
both the synchronization and the throughput of other flows
sharing the network. As such, one solution to achieve freshness
at the destinations then involves update rate control at the
source, which motivates the proposal of the metric Age of
Information (AoI) [24], [25] and a series of update rate control
policies under various settings (see [26] for a survey).
Despite various rate control proposals, very few of them are
deployed or even implemented. There are a number of hur-
dles that have prevented implementation. For example, most
analytic work, including the recent system designs [27], [28],
focuses on situations with a single class of flows interested in
freshness [25], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [26]. But in
practice, flows are mixed: some require freshness and others
prefer throughput, so designs must be able to flexibly handle
these varying needs. Especially, it is not clear how endhost-
based freshness control can efficiently obtain enough network
capacity from other throughput-aggressive legacy flows. Also,
a sophisticated rate control policy requires complicated logic
at the end-hosts, such as probing, memory, and computation,
which might not be available for, say, simple IoT sensors.
Instead of burdening the endhosts, we alternatively explore
freshness control within the network – at the intermediate
nodes/routers. Notably, for status update streams, outdated
data offers no value to the user and can be dropped by the
network.1 Not only does this allow for quicker delivery of
fresh information, but it also spares bandwidth for other flows
to improve throughput, mitigate congestion, and potentially
reduce latency. It is possible thanks to the increasing amount
of in-network compute resources in the past decades [36], [37],
[38], each network node is now much more capable beyond
simple forwarding. Thus, we can leverage the in-network
processing capability to filter out obsolete information and
1This opportunity is also noted in [35], in which the authors drop queued






















achieve win-win results beyond the capability of traditional
networks.
Although promising, there are two major challenges we
need to address when filtering obsolete packets in-network.
First, the system should operate under practical traffic where
flows are mixed – not all flows require freshness. While
achieving fresh delivery for status update streams by dropping
outdated information, the system should maintain a reasonable
throughput level for other drop-averse flows. Additionally,
the network must identify outdated packets without incurring
too much processing overhead. Dropping stale packets to
save transmission time would be meaningless if identification
takes longer than transmission. How to devise a low overhead
mechanism to enhance freshness is itself a design and imple-
mentation challenge.
• Contributions: In this paper, we propose In-network
Freshness Control (IFC), a design which provides optimization
of and balance between freshness and throughput across the
network by distinguishing flows based on their performance
objectives at each network node and intentionally dropping
stale packets to ensure fresh information delivery to endhosts.
By performing freshness control within the network, IFC not
only simplifies the status update policy at the endhosts, it also
naturally addresses network sharing issues. To our knowledge,
we are the first to analyze and deal with the problem of mixed
freshness and throughput-centric traffic and IFC is the first
practical implementation to optimize both freshness (AoI) and
throughput.
IFC addresses the challenges mentioned earlier using a per-
port architecture. To handle mixed traffic, the system first
categorizes flows at each output port into two classes, legacy
drop-averse (LDA) flows and AoI flows, and then sorts them
into their respective queues governed by different scheduling
policies.
A key aspect of IFC is mixing the segregated traffic
back together. This procedure addresses the network sharing
problem between LDA and AoI flows. IFC does this by
prioritizing the two queues alternately according to an AoI
ratio, which dictates the relative amount of time each queue
gets prioritized and allows the operator to explore a whole
spectrum of scheduling algorithms to trade off the performance
of the two flows. We enforce the AoI ratio through two
different schedulers: Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) and
Size-Driven Multiplexing (SDM), where SDM is a special
form of fair queueing which prioritizes flows to balance their
total size of sent data.
IFC realizes low overhead packet filtering through the adop-
tion of inter-flow First-In First-Out (FIFO), intra-flow Last-In
First-Out with preemption only in Waiting (LIFO-W), or IFIL
for short, for the AoI queue and a hashed implementation for
fast packet preemption. Instead of identifying the age of each
packet, IFIL replaces a queued packet with a latter arrived one
from the same flow. IFIL is simple to enforce yet its LIFO-W
part approximates the outdated packet removal process [29],
[26]. Despite its simple criterion, IFIL requires locating the
previously enqueued packet, if any, each time a new packet





a(t) = 20t = 24
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at time t = 20
Figure 1: The status update age a(t) at time t is the elapsed
time since the freshest update received at the destination at
time t was generated at the source. In this example, the current
time t = 24 and the generated time of each packet is marked
accordingly. Upon the arrival of the packet generated at time
t = 1, the freshest update received at the destination was
generated at t = 4, and hence the status update age is a(t) =
a(24) = 24 − 4 = 20 at time t = 24. Notice that receiving
the outdated (or “out-of-ordered”) update (generated at t = 1)
does not help reduce a(24).
linear search through the queue is slow and does not scale.
Instead, we propose a hashed architecture to enable fast packet
preemption, which ensures the low overhead of IFIL.
We evaluate the design of IFC using both analysis and
implementation experiments. Our analysis gives a bound on
the sub-optimality of IFIL. Further, we study properties of
schedulers that could potentially outperform both SDM and
TDM and argue that they are undesirable in practice.
We implement IFC as Linux kernel modules and evaluate
it through emulations. Our results highlight the benefits of
designing schedulers to optimize freshness. In particular, IFC
incurs small overhead and achieves much shorter AoI and
higher throughput than existing queueing disciplines under
a wide range network topologies and traffic patterns. With
IFC, throughput is boosted up to 40%, and AoI is reduced
by up to 50%. Further, IFC can be easily combined with
existing queueing disciplines or work with other transport
protocols such as BBR [39] and DCTCP [40], improving
the performance of these protocols. Finally we show that we
can benefit from IFC even when only partial deployment is
possible and when the AoI traffic load is light.
In summary, our work presents the first design and im-
plementation that focuses on optimizing freshness (AoI) and
throughput of mixed network flows. The design allows the
operator to improve freshness while providing a fine-grained
trade-off with throughput of traditional flows. This provides a
practical demonstration of the ideas around AoI over the past
ten years in the information theory community since the works
of [24], [25].
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we first introduce the age of information
(AoI) metric for measuring freshness. Then, we describe the
opportunities and challenges associated with freshness control.
Lastly, we highlight the shortcomings of existing designs when
it comes to optimizing freshness.
A. Freshness and the Age of Information
A new metric that has recently emerged to quantify fresh-
ness is the Age of Information (AoI) [24], which quantifies the







Figure 2: Age of information (AoI) is defined as the long-
term time-averaged status update age, which averages a(t) (the
shaded area) over time.
its destinations. To synchronize the destinations, the informa-
tion source streams status update packets through the network.
The status update age a(t) is then defined as the elapsed time
since the freshest update received at the destinations at time
t, as illustrated in Figure 1. a(t) reduces upon the receipt
of a new update, which results in the saw-like waveform
in Figure 2.
Instead of directly referring to the fluctuating a(t), we would
quantify the degree of synchronization by the long-term time-
averaged performance. Accordingly, we define AoI as the








This is illustrated in Figure 2. The existence of the above limit
is typically assumed implicitly.
Crucially, AoI/freshness measures something very different
from latency. Latency measures how fast a packet can be
delivered from the source to the destination, while freshness
evaluates how synchronized the source and the destination are.
The former is a per-packet property, while the latter depicts
a system-wide characteristic. Although shorter latency can
potentially help achieve fresher information delivery, freshness
does not require a short transmission time for each packet. For
example, dropping a packet hurts the latency of transmitting
the packet, but it might clear the path for fresher information
to arrive at the destination and thus improve the AoI.
B. Opportunities and Challenges
Traditional network designs aim for high throughput and
low latency by preventing packet drops. As a result, most
existing AoI minimization proposals focus on update rate
control to avoid congesting the network, i.e., [24], [10], [34]
(see [26] for a survey). Those rate control policies depend
heavily on assumptions/measurements of the network/channel
properties as well as computation capability at the endhosts,
which highly complicate the endhost devices. It is also not
clear how those proposals can survive with enough link
capacity to update when sharing the network with throughput-
hungry LDA flows.
We argue that freshness control need not rely entirely on the
endhosts. For the emerging systems/applications such as IoT,
the underlying networks are much more capable than simple
forwarding. If we allow the network to take a more active role
in pursuing fresh delivery, we could reach a “win-win” design
between LDA and new AoI flows, such as replacing queued
stale packets with fresher ones when received. Controlling
freshness within the network also forms a natural platform
to share the network: One can separate status update packets
from others and pace the former appropriately to maintain
freshness without congesting the latter. Techniques such as
these have the potential to dramatically improve both freshness
and throughput.
To achieve these promising performance gains, we need
to address some significant challenges. First, the techniques
demand “smarter” involvement of the network. In addition
to forwarding, the network needs to sort and process packets
based on their properties, which relies on in-network compute
resources. Traditionally, it has been hard to incorporate new
features like this into the vendor-specific network nodes, and
there were few resources available at each node. But with the
recent rise of network function virtualization and middleboxes
[41], [42], network nodes have become more computationally
capable.
Second, the network has to identify stale packets with little
overhead. It is not worth recruiting the network to improve
freshness if the processing time incurs a much longer delay
than transmission. Also, an identification process with large
overhead is not scalable. Each network node needs to queue
and process a large number of packets, and the identification
overhead will become a bottleneck.
Third, not all flows care about freshness; most legacy traffic
still prefers high throughput. The coexistence of these two
kinds of flows requires an appropriate balance between the
pursuit of two different objectives. Also, the behavior of the
flows may change depending on how the network treats the
different kinds of packets. For instance, if the network always
prioritizes status update packets for freshness, it incentivizes
the legacy flows to lie about their identity to get prioritized
for higher throughput.
C. Insufficiency of Existing Approaches
Overcoming the challenges described in the previous section
is the goal of this paper. Before presenting our design, we
first highlight why current approaches are not sufficient for
optimizing freshness and throughput jointly.
• Legacy Sensing Systems: To ensure data freshness,
traditional sensing systems need to probe actively [43], [44],
[45], reserve specific channels for communication [46], [47],
or more aggressively, give up networks entirely and build
sophisticated local decision units [9]. These approaches are
expensive and energy-hungry. By enabling the network to
deliver fresh information, we can greatly simplify end system
design and reduce the cost and energy consumption.
• Priority Queueing: Priority queueing is a well-known
technique for providing different quality of service (QoS) for
different flows [48], [49], [50]. However, it only improves
the performance of some prioritized flows, while others could
potentially suffer unnecessary delay. Further, it does not focus
on freshness, although improving delay can sometimes also
improve freshness. In contrast, our approach allows the net-
work to actively drop packets, which consequently frees up
bandwidth. Thus, we are able to improve the throughput of
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Figure 3: System overview of the proposed In-network Fresh-
ness Control (IFC) architecture.
not only the prioritized flows, but also that of all the other
flows in addition to the improvements provided for AoI.
• Flow Completion Time: The flow completion time problem
aims to allocate bandwidth to the flows in order to allow them
to send a given amount of data as soon as possible [51], [52],
[53]. Although allocating more bandwidth may result in higher
throughput, it does not necessarily result in low AoI. Instead,
low AoI has more to do with which packet is sent when
there is bandwidth available. By not including an intra-flow
scheduling component, most solutions to the flow completion
time problem miss the opportunity to improve both throughput
and AoI.
• Deadline Scheduling: Deadline scheduling allocates band-
width to ensure completion of the flows before the deadlines
[54], [55], [56] — a flow that misses its deadline is no longer
worth serving. The AoI minimization problem is similar to
the deadline scheduling problem in this sense: both problems
aim to deliver the “freshest” information, and outdated updates
are not worth transmitting. Similar to the flow completion
time problem, deadline scheduling improves throughput by
dropping flows that are past their deadlines. However, deadline
scheduling takes flow-level semantics; packets for a particular
flow may be dropped, but doing so would not improve AoI if
the entire flow itself is already outdated. Furthermore, for a
flow that is still “alive,” deadline scheduling does not filter out
its old packets at all, something that is crucial for improving
AoI.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we overview the design of In-network
Freshness Control (IFC). IFC does not enforce traffic control
at the endhosts. Rather, the endhosts send/update at their own
pace, and IFC balances their traffic at in-network forwarding
nodes. A diagram of the IFC architecture is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows that incoming traffic, which is a mixture of
LDA and AoI packets, is first fed into output ports. Whether
a packet is LDA or AoI is declared by its source upon
generation.
Notice that a traffic source can mark packets differently to
serve its purpose. For example, a status streaming traffic could
mark its control packets LDA to ensure a reliable connection,
while marking its data packets AoI to achieve fresh delivery.
Packet marking can be done by toggling some specific bits in
the header (such as the protocol number or flag bits). Although












Figure 4: An LDA flow and an AoI flow share one queue, and
we measure the throughput (LDA flow) and AoI (AoI flow)
under different queueing policies/AQMs. Existing methods
(such as FIFO, LIFO, RED, and FQ CoDel) do not distinguish
the flows and serving both flows with the same queueing
policy/AQM improves one side while hurting the performance
of the other. The best solution would be to serve different flows
with different queueing policies via IFC, which outperforms
all queueing policies/AQMs in achieving both the highest
throughput and the lowest AoI.
participants to stay truthful as shown in Section IV-B.2
Since a traffic source could emit both LDA and AoI packets,
in this work, we refer to a “flow” (or a “traffic”) by the
endpoints (processes) and type (LDA/AoI). For instance, a
status streaming traffic could maintain two flows, an LDA
flow of its control messages and an AoI flow of its data
packets. We assume implicitly in this work that each AoI
packet is semantically self-contained. At the same time, we
remark that the IFC design in this work could be extended
to the case where the semantic of one status update spanning
over multiple packets.
The simple experiment in Figure 4 suggests that we can
improve both throughput and AoI by applying different queue-
ing policies to the different types of traffic. Thus, we keep a
classifier at each output port that determines the traffic type
according to the packet header , then separates the traffic into
the two queues with different policies. The standard FIFO
queue is used to process LDA packets, while the inter-flow
FIFO, intra-flow LIFO-W (IFIL) policy governs AoI packets.
As its name suggests, different flows are enqueued in FIFO
manner, while the packets from the same flow follows LIFO-W
policy: Last-arriving packet preempts existing waiting packet
in the queue (if any). Operationally, every incoming AoI
packet is enqueued at the back of the queue. However, if there
exists an AoI packet from the same flow in the queue already,
the newly arrived packet preempts (replaces) the existing one.
In brief, IFIL schedules different AoI flows in a FIFO manner,
which avoids flow starvation, while keeping only the last
arrived packet of each flow in the queue.
LIFO-W has been analyzed in [29], [26], where it is referred
to as M/M/1/2∗ and LCFS-W instead. We remark that
2An alternative design other than the self-claim scheme would be to identify
LDA/AoI packets in-network. But such a design is much more complicated
and could prolong the processing time that harms the AoI. As a result, we
argue that our self-claim scheme plus truth-revealing IFC design is preferable,
given its simplicity and effectiveness.
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LIFO-W is different from the preemptive Last-Generated First-
Served (LGFS) policy, which outputs the freshest packet of
each AoI flow in the queue [31], [57], [33]. To perform LGFS,
we need to time-stamp each AoI packet to determine how fresh
a packet is, which is costly for both applying and extracting
the timestamp information. On the contrary, LIFO-W merely
replaces the existing packet by the incoming one, which is
much easier to implement. When the packets of the same flow
arrive in-order, LIFO-W is a cheap realization of LGFS. Even
when the packets arrive out-of-order, LIFO-W can effectively
reduce the number of packets from the same flow and clear
bandwidth for other flows. As such, we choose LIFO-W over
LGFS for a good cost-performance trade-off.
Unlike LIFO-W which keeps only one packet in the queue,
IFIL extends LIFO-W by keeping one packet per each distinct
flow according to the arrival order. In practice, multiple flows
would traverse through and efficient enforcement of IFIL
hinges on fast locating the previously enqueued packet. In
Section VI, we achieve low overhead IFIL by our hashed
implementation.
Note that the trade-off between AoI and throughput depends
on the frequency of each type of traffic: if LDA packets
arrived at a much higher rate, AoI packets will suffer long
queueing delays and be less fresh. This motivates the need for
the scheduler module. The processed LDA and AoI packets
are input into the scheduler, which interleaves the output
packets in a way that appropriately balances throughput and
freshness. The details of the scheduler and its algorithms are
in Section IV.
IV. SCHEDULER DESIGN
A core component of IFC is the scheduler that interleaves
the LDA and AoI packets in a way that balances freshness
and throughput. We refer the reader to Figure 3 for how the
scheduler fits into the IFC architecture.
In the following subsections, we discuss how to schedule the
two queues. Recall that the AoI queue keeps only the latest
packet of each flow (IFIL) while the LDA queue performs
FIFO. To contrast the schedulers, we focus on the trade-off
between throughput and AoI (freshness). To quantify this, we
use a trade-off curve, as illustrated in Figure 5. We say a trade-
off curve α provides better trade-off than another curve β if
α is “closer” to the origin than β, or α ≤ β under a well-
specified partial order (e.g. larger value means “closer” to the
origin), as shown in Figure 5.
A. Two algorithms
The most naive scheduler design is to prioritize either the
AoI or the LDA queue. However, this naive design misses
the whole spectrum of scheduling policies between the two
extremes. To capture the intermediate options, our approach
is to schedule the AoI and LDA queues according to an AoI
ratio γ ∈ [0, 1], predetermined by the network operator. We
use γ to smoothly transition between prioritizing AoI flows













Figure 5: Trade-off curves reflect what trade-offs a method
can offer by tuning its parameters. A trade-off curve provides
better trade-off if it is closer to the origin. In this case, α
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Figure 6: Single link setup for scheduler comparison. The AoI
and LDA flows arriving at the node are classified into two
queues. The scheduler then schedules the two queues to send
through a 10 Mbps link with transmission delay 10 ms. The
measurements are then taken at the output of the link.
prioritization: Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) and Size-
Driven Multiplexing (SDM).
• Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM): A classical approach
for interleaving two queues is time-division multiplexing
(TDM). The idea is simple: we partition a given time frame
Tf into two intervals, one for each queue. Within each time
interval, the corresponding queue is prioritized. Accordingly,






where TAoI and TLDA denote the total time when the AoI and
the LDA queue are prioritized, respectively. The lengths of the
AoI and LDA intervals are then set to γTf and (1− γ)Tf .
Although TDM is a common and intuitive algorithm, there
are two potential issues in our setting. First, since the per-
packet scheduling decisions are non-preemptive, a packet
might still occupy the link while the next interval starts,
which disturbs the ratio between the two intervals. This can
be addressed by prolonging the next interval accordingly.
The second issue is that the performance of TDM is tied
to the selection of the time frame and the inter-arrival time
of the AoI flows. We apply different TDM time frames to
schedule the AoI and LDA queues using the setup in Figure 6
and show the results in Figure 7. Notice that the shorter the
time frame, the closer the trade-off curve is to the origin,
meaning that it yields better performance. However, the curve
also becomes less smooth, so there is less guarantee that such
a good performance will be consistently maintained.
• Size-Driven Multiplexing (SDM): A contrasting approach
to TDM is size-driven multiplexing (SDM), which prioritizes
the queue based on size. More specifically, let SAoI be the
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Figure 7: Time-division multiplexing (TDM) trade-off curves
under different time frames under the setting in Figure 6. TDM
partitions a given time frame into two intervals prioritizing AoI
and LDA queues respectively. Different time frame lengths
lead to different trade-off curves. A longer time frame gives a
smoother trade-off curve, but the throughput is lower and the
AoI is longer.
total size of sent AoI packets and SLDA be defined similarly.







To do so, we define the budget function as b(γ) = γSLDA −
(1 − γ)SAoI. so that SDM tries to maintain b(γ) = 0. When
b(γ) > 0, the AoI queue is prioritized, and when b(γ) < 0 the
LDA queue is prioritized. However, prioritizing a queue does
not necessarily imply an increase in the service rate of the
corresponding kind of packets, especially for the AoI queue.
The scheduler can only obtain AoI packets at a rate up to its
incoming rate.
Notably, at the steady state, SDM maintains a constant pace
of outputting AoI packets, which slows down as γ decreases.
This periodic service suffers from an issue known as the
transition point effect, i.e., the AoI is prolonged significantly
when the output period is slightly longer than its inter-arrival
time. Therefore, SDM cannot outperform TDM under all
situations.
On the other hand, one could tune TDM to realize a given
point on the SDM trade-off curve by choosing Tf as the SDM
periodic cycle and γTf the time to transmit one AoI packet.
However, we emphasize that TDM cannot replace SDM for
the following reasons. First, the trade-off curves depict the
performance at the steady state, but LDA and AoI traffic could
arrive in bursts, which are handled differently by TDM and
SDM. Second, we don’t know the SDM cycle a priori, and
TDM has to commit to a Tf in advance. Third, TDM requires
a timer or the access to system time. In comparison, SDM
only needs a counter, which is much simpler and results in
much smoother and monotonic trade-off curve. Monotonicity
is critical for the operator to tune γ for the most desired
performance.
B. Comparison and Discussion
To end this section, we compare and contrast TDM with
SDM using the experimental setup shown in Figure 6. In our
experiments, the AoI and LDA flows enter a 10 Mbps link
of propagation delay 10 ms. The inter-arrival time of the AoI
















Figure 8: Trade-off curves of different schedulers in the
single link system as in Figure 6. TDM (time frame = 100
ms) provides better trade-off than SDM when AoI is short.
However, SDM outperforms TDM when throughput is high.
The trade-off curve of SDM has a discontinuous AoI surge
at the upper-left corner, which we call it the transition point
effect.
Table I: Truthful Revelation Property. The AoI and LDA flows
can act either truthful (T) or deceptive (D). The corresponding
AoI (ms) and throughput (Mbps) are measured and compiled
in the table. Both being truthful is the Nash equilibrium.
LDA
T D
AoI T (13.57 ms, 7.52 Mbps) (13.38 ms, 0.41 Mbps)D (131.4 ms, 7.52 Mbps) (13.38 ms, 0.41 Mbps)
packets is 5 ms and each packet has 1024 bytes. The AoI and
throughput are measured at the output of the link for AoI and
LDA flows, respectively.
Figure 8 shows the trade-off curves of TDM and SDM. The
time frame of the TDM is 100 ms in this figure, which is the
smoothest trade-off curve in Figure 7. The figure highlights
that TDM leads to better trade-off when AoI is short, while
SDM outperforms TDM when throughput is high. The reason
is that TDM degrades AoI more gracefully by distributing the
fixed time frame for the two queues, while SDM suffers the
transition point effect as it prioritizes AoI queue periodically;
note that the AoI grows significantly when the period increases
slightly above the minimum cycle. On the other hand, as
shown in Figure 7, the fixed time frame also impacts the
performance of TDM, which makes it underperform at higher
throughput.
• Truthful Revelation: An important remaining issue is
that, to serve AoI and LDA flows differently, we need the
flows to identify themselves. This will not happen if a flow
benefits from revealing information deceptively. However, both
TDM and SDM incentivize the flows to truthfully reveal their
identities.
We remark that it is not always true that a scheduling
policy differentiating AoI and LDA would incentivize the
participating flows to reveal their true identities. Consider the
following naive policy: always prioritizing AoI packets and
scheduling AoI packets by FIFO while controlling the LDA
queue length by RED or FQ CoDel. Without AoI packets, RED
or FQ CoDel could improve the throughput of LDA flows.
Prioritizing AoI packets over LDA packets can also shorten













Figure 9: For analysis, we model the network as a link with
capacity C and propagation delay dp. We denote the inter-
arrival time of the AoI flow by Ti, the minimum output period
by To, and the transmission delay by dt. Modeling LDA flows
as fluid, we assume that LDA traffic can fully occupy the spare
link bandwidth.
to pretend as AoI flows to get prioritized. Fortunately, TDM
and SDM do maintain the truthful revelation property.
To illustrate this truthful revelation property, we consider
again the simple setup in Figure 6 and allow the flows to
claim their identities freely, i.e., an AoI flow can pretend to
be an LDA flow and be scheduled accordingly. The results in
Table I show that being truthful is the dominant strategy for
the LDA flow. When the LDA flow plays deceptive, its packets
get dropped and cleared the path for shorter AoI, which
significantly hurts its throughput and hence not preferable.
Further, it also follows that the best strategy for the AoI flow
is to be truthful.
Besides the empirical example above, we remark that one
can show, under some mild assumptions on the queueing
policies (i.e., the LDA queue improves throughput and the
AoI queue improves AoI), that the truthful revelation property
holds for TDM and SDM regardless of input traffic.
V. ANALYSIS
In this section, we take an analytic approach to investigating
the trade-offs in the IFC design. We show that IFC, despite its
simple design, yields an AoI not too far from the optimum,
and derive properties of scheduler designs that are better than
the one we propose, but show that there is a price to pay. We
defer the proofs of the theorems and the discussions on how
to set the AoI ratio to achieve the optimal trade-off between
throughput and AoI to Appendices.
•Model and Notation: We model the system as a single-link
channel with capacity C, as illustrated in Figure 9. An AoI
flow of inter-arrival time Ti is queued at the AoI queue, which
is governed by IFIL. A scheduler, as described in Section III,
allows the AoI queue to send with the minimum output period
To. Once the AoI queue is scheduled to send, an AoI packet
is dequeued. The node serializes the update with transmission
delay dt and sends it through the link with propagation delay
dp. Note that the transmission delay dt applies only to AoI
packets and it is usually proportional to the size of the packet.
Here, we simply model it as a constant. Finally, we assume the
LDA flow can always fill the spare link bandwidth in between
AoI updates.
A. IFIL: Simple yet Effective
IFC uses IFIL to schedule the AoI queue. IFIL is simple
to implement and its single flow version, LIFO-W, has been
shown effective for Poisson/Bernoulli sources [29], [31]. How-
ever, IFIL can also perform quite badly under other arrival
processes. For example, consider a pulse train input with inter-
arrival time Ti = 1 ns and a server that takes time dt to process
each packet. Clearly, if dt ≤ Ti, every packet will arrive
at an idle link and begin transmission immediately. Suppose
dt = 1.9 ns. The second packet will arrive while the first is
still being transmitted, and it will incur an additional age of
dt−Ti = 0.9 ns while it waits for the link to become available.
Under IFIL policy, the resulting AoI is 3.74 ns. Not only is this
suboptimal, but a better policy is to simply have the link wait
for an additional 0.1 ns before transmitting queued packets.
Doing so reduces the AoI to 2.9 ns.3
Although this shows IFIL can be suboptimal for pulse trains,
it leaves open the question of just how suboptimal it is. In
the following theorem, we show that IFIL only has a small
constant factor loss compared to the optimum, even in the
worst case of pulse trains. Given the simplicity of IFIL, we
argue that this provides good justification for the use of it in
IFC.
Theorem 1. Consider an AoI pulse train of inter-arrival
time Ti queued at the source going through a link. The AoI
governed by IFIL is at most Ti2 more than the AoI governed
by the optimal policy.
B. Price to Pay for Better Schedulers
Figure 8 shows that neither TDM nor SDM uniformly
outperforms the other. Thus, a natural question is whether it is
possible to design a scheduler that outperforms both TDM and
SDM, taking the best from each. Below we derive a property
that must be true of any scheduler that is better than both
TDM and SDM, then illustrate why one may not want to use
such a design.
Theorem 2. Consider the system in Figure 9. If a scheduling
algorithm outperforms TDM under any given dp and Ti > 2dt,
it must have To = 0 or it is not work conserving for the AoI
queue.
Theorem 2 highlights that if a scheduler outperforms both
TDM and SDM, it must impose zero gap between the service
of two consecutive AoI packets, or it should be able to wait
even when the AoI queue is not empty. We remark that
Theorem 2 does not require the scheduler to keep serving
the AoI queue. Rather, it says that the scheduler must either
occasionally allow intermittent bursts of AoI packets or de-
liberately put AoI packets on hold. Of course, such bursts
come at the direct expense of the LDA packets and so these
bursts cannot be too frequent. Likewise, the waiting policy is
nontrivial to derive. This highlights the drawbacks of such
a design. To enable intermittent bursts of AoI packets or
delayed output, the scheduler needs an additional state to keep
track of the number of output AoI packets. The introduction
of the additional state complicates the scheduler design and
slows down the processing of each packet. Further, setting the
3This waiting policy is also noted and discussed in [32] for “generate-at-
will” sources.
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Figure 10: Architecture of AoI-aware queueing discipline
(AAQ).
frequency of the AoI bursts/halt period so as to balance the
AoI and LDA traffic depends on fine-grained details of the
workload, which adds additional complexity and overhead. In
contrast, by using either TDM or SDM, as appropriate for
the networks, we have a significantly lighter implementation
and operation overhead while performing nearly optimally in
practice.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
At the high level, we implement IFC as a set of Linux kernel
modules, consisting of two queueing disciplines: AoI-aware
queueing (AAQ) and IFIL. We remark that this is not the only
way to potentially implement IFC. For instance, one could
instead use servers as classifiers and schedulers. We have also
successfully implemented IFC in DPDK [58] to demonstrate
the potential of a smartNIC deployment. However, DPDK
is vendor-specific and its deployment in a virtualized envi-
ronment (such as cloud-based content-delivery networks) is
highly involved. Therefore, we also implement IFC as Linux
kernel modules so that it is easy for embedded and commodity
Linux systems, such as connected vehicles, networked robotic
systems, and public clouds, to import our design without
further modification.
• AoI-Aware Queueing Discipline (AAQ): As shown in
Figure 10, we pack the classifier and the scheduler into one
queueing discipline, AAQ. The classifier is a function that
categorizes packets based on their header. In our implemen-
tation, the classifier distinguishes packets using their layer 4
protocol number as we deem UDP traffic the AoI traffic in
the experiments. One can adopt other classifiers according
to their definition of AoI traffic. For instance, one can also
design a special layer 3 protocol for AoI traffic, and the
corresponding classifier filters traffic according to the layer
3 protocol number.
AAQ has two subclasses for AoI and LDA flows. Each
subclass handles the traffic through the queueing discipline
it obeys. By default, we employ IFIL for AoI flows and FIFO
for LDA flows. We can change the queueing disciplines of
the subclasses to handle the flows differently. The scheduler
can prioritize these two subclasses according to its scheduling
policy, e.g., TDM or SDM.
• IFIL: To enforce IFIL, outdated packets within the queue
need a way of quickly being replaced with fresher arrivals. We
could do so by linearly searching through the queue, but this
introduces significant overhead. Instead, we store the packets
in the queue as a doubly-linked list of their meta-data and
maintain a hash table to locate the packet from each flow.
The architecture is shown in Figure 11. Since we keep only





Figure 11: Architecture of hashed IFIL. The rectangles are the
packets and the boxes marked by m are the meta-data of the
packets.

















Figure 12: The AoI/throughput trade-off of a one-link (physi-
cal, 1 Gbps) example. The results show that our Linux kernel
implementation can sustain at least a 1-Gbps link, providing
the IFC benefits without incurring significant overhead.
one packet per flow in the IFIL queue, we can pre-allocate
the memory for the hash items to reduce overhead due to
memory allocation. We remark that the total number of hash
items and meta-data is bounded by the length of the queue.
Under moderate queue size, e.g., 104 to 105 packets, the whole
data structure (hash items and meta-data) could easily fit in
the cache.
• Effectiveness: To demonstrate that our Linux kernel
implementation is effective with acceptable overhead, we
physically connect two carefully time-synchronized computers
by a 1-Gbps link, pump mixed AoI/LDA traffic through it,
and measure the AoI/throughput trade-offs in Figure 12. The
results show that our Linux kernel implementation can serve at
least a 1-Gbps link without incurring significant overhead. We
remark that time-synchronization is only needed because we
want to measure the AoI accurately. In practice, we don’t need
the computers to be time-synchronized to perform IFC. To
gather accurate AoI measurements over multiple computers,
we emulate the network and use 100 Mbps virtual links
in Section VII to avoid challenging multi-computer time-
synchronization. But given Figure 12, we expect the results
extend to physical links of 1 Gbps or higher bandwidth.
VII. EVALUATION
We evaluate IFC through extensive emulations, reported
on in this section. We begin by describing the setup in
Section VII-A and then address the following questions:
• Section VII-B: What is the overhead of adopting IFC?
How much does our design reduce the overhead?
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Figure 13: In the CAIDA Internet trace of 2018 and 2019,
most of the traffic is TCP, and UDP traffic contributes about
10% of the total.
• Section VII-C: How does IFC perform in comparison to
state-of-the-art methods? How does the AoI ratio γ affect
the performance of IFC? How well does IFC perform
under different traffic patterns?
• Section VII-D: Can IFC be combined with existing
methods? How much improvement does this provide?
• Section VII-E: How much does the network benefit from
partial IFC adoption?
• Section VII-F: How do the benefits of IFC depend on the
load of AoI traffic?
A. Setup
We emulate IFC in Mininet [59]. Mininet allows us to
measure AoI using the same system clock. We also consider
more practical evaluations over real wide-area networks, but
synchronization issues make it hard to gather AoI measure-
ments accurately. We remark that the AoI measurements are
essential for performance quantification and discussion, but in
practice, freshness difference can be experienced directly and
so there is no need to measure it.
• Network topologies: We emulate network topologies from
Microsoft’s SWAN [60], Internet2 [61], and Google’s B4 [62],
[63].
• Existing Methods: In addition to IFC with SDM/TDM, we
compare against the existing AQM/TCP proposals including
FIFO (First-In First-Out), LIFO (Last-In First-Out), RED [64],
FQ-CoDel [65], BBR [39], and DCTCP [40]. We directly use
Linux tc pfifo, red, fq_codel, tcp bbr, and dctcp
as their implementations using default Linux parameter set-
tings. For pure AQM methods, we pair them with default
Linux TCP (CUBIC).
• Traffic Characteristics: We experiment with traces from
CAIDA [66]. We report on five traffic traces in 2018 and 2019
from the passive monitor equinix-nyc of [66]. Focusing on one
link direction, we plot the results in Figure 13.
Figure 13 shows that UDP traffic contributes about 10% of
the total traffic in the latest trace (2019). We also calculate
the median of TCP and UDP packet sizes, which are 1452
and 229 bytes respectively. In the emulations, we generate
LDA/AoI traffic according to the TCP/UDP ratio in the trace.
We first calculate the UDP link capacity portion and assign the
interarrival time correspondingly to reach the portion. TCP
traffic then performs congestion control to fill the available
bandwidth.


















Figure 14: The overhead of IFIL is small with hashed design,
about 34.61 ns per packet. In exchange, we get huge AoI
improvement.
B. Overhead of IFIL and Schedulers
Since IFC is designed to achieve low AoI, we have to
ensure that the overhead is low when adopting it in the
system. In particular, we are interested in the overhead of two
components: the IFIL queue and the scheduler.
We first examine the overhead of the IFIL queue. When
a packet arrives at a IFIL queue, it replaces the packet of
the same flow, if there exists one, which requires searching
through the queue. The naive method would be to search
linearly through the queue, which can be inefficient when
the queue stores a large number of flows. Instead, we pro-
pose hashed implementation in our design. In Figure 14, we
quantify the overhead by pumping packets from a number
of flows into the queue and measuring the enqueue time.
Figure 14 shows that the proposed hashed implementation
significantly outperforms linear search. The overhead of the
hashed implementation is around 34.61 ns, while the linear
search overhead grows linearly. Notice that IFIL keeps only
one packet per flow, meaning that we only need to keep a
small number (number of flows) of hashed items and packet
meta-data to perform hashing, which could fit it the cache.
Another overhead we need to consider is the scheduler
overhead. For comparison, we prepare two fully loaded FIFO
queues as the AoI and LDA queues and adopt the scheduler
to dequeue packets from the two queues. The scheduler
dequeues according to the scheduling policy, and we measure
the dequeue overhead in terms of the time. If we keep de-
queueing packets from non-empty queues without scheduling,
the overhead is 3.79 ns (per packet). On the other hand, the
dequeue overhead for SDM and TDM are 7.07 and 21.98 ns,
respectively, regardless of the AoI ratio. This validates the fact
that both SDM and TDM have very low overhead, though
TDM requires more time since it inquiries system time per
packet arrival.
C. Comparison Against Existing Methods
• Trade-off Curves of SDM and TDM: We start by com-
paring SDM and TDM with some state-of-the-art queueing
disciplines: FIFO, RED, and FQ-CoDel. We emulate four
different network topologies in Mininet: single link, SWAN,
Internet2, and B4. For single-link, we also include the result
of LIFO to verify the intuition that LIFO is beneficial for AoI
but significantly harmful for throughput. The capacity of each
link is 100 Mbps. We randomly generate the source-destination
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pairs (with probability 0.5) and launch one LDA flow and one
AoI flow per pair. We run the emulation for 5 minutes and
then measure the average throughput of the LDA flows and
the average AoI of the AoI flows. The results are shown in
Figure 15, where we also draw the trade-off curves formed
from the data points of SDM and TDM.
Figure 15 highlights that SDM and TDM can both out-
perform all state-of-the-art queueing disciplines under most
choices of the AoI ratio (γ). It is not surprising: IFC inten-
tionally drops AoI packets which yields the bandwidth for
higher throughput and shorter AoI, which directly explains
why IFC with FIFO governed LDA queue outperforms FIFO
for mixed traffic. In fact, the emulation results suggest that
treating LDA and AoI traffic differently (such as IFC) could be
more effective than handling mixed traffic with sophisticated
type-blind queueing policy. In the results, SDM performs the
best when γ is between 0.1 and 0.3, while TDM performs
better when γ ∈ (0.5, 0.9). TDM has a wider tuning region,
but SDM usually gives better performance.
• Performance under Random Traffic Patterns: In Fig-
ure 15, IFC outperforms the existing queueing disciplines
under most of γ for a specific traffic pattern. In practice,
however, we would like to set the γ first, without knowledge
of the traffic. So, it is important to examine the performance
of IFC under different traffic patterns given a fixed γ.
Figure 15 shows that both SDM and TDM perform well
when γ is around 0.5. Therefore, in Figure 16, we run 100
random traffic patterns with γ = 0.5 for both SDM and TDM.
In the figure, each point corresponds to a traffic pattern, and
we normalize the measured results by the SDM result for
each traffic pattern. The results show that SDM outperforms
other algorithms in nearly all cases. There are only few
cases in SWAN where FQ-CoDel can outperform SDM in
both throughput and AoI. FQ-CoDel performs much worse in
Internet2 and B4. SDM achieves 20% more throughput than
RED while providing comparable AoI. TDM, on the other
hand, sacrifices some AoI in exchange for higher throughput
under γ = 0.5.
D. Combination with Other Methods
A key benefit of IFC is that it can easily be combined with
other methods to improve their performance. Specifically, we
can replace the FIFO queue in IFC with a different queueing
discipline in order to handle LDA flows differently. In Table II,
we examine the performance improvements of FIFO, FQ-
CoDel, RED, BBR, and DCTCP after combining them with
IFC (with scheduler SDM and γ = 0.5) under different
network topologies. For each experiment, we conduct 100
random traffic instances, normalize the measurements by the
performance of IFC, and calculate the mean and the standard
deviation.
Table II shows that the combination with IFC can improve
throughput by 10% to 40% and shrink AoI up to 50%.
Notably, standard IFC (which schedules LDA flows using
FIFO) achieves comparable performance with some more
sophisticated combinations with BBR and DCTCP. Perhaps
counterintuitively, the AoI under RED and DCTCP does not
improve much. The reason is that they already try to maintain
a short queue. However, the throughput does get boosted by
10% to 20% as a result of the combination.
E. Partial Adoption of IFC
In practice, it is typically impossible to upgrade the whole
network at once. Instead, new approaches are usually adopted
in parts of the network first. For example, for distributed
connected vehicles, some of the new vehicles might be capable
of performing IFC while the older models cannot. For power
systems, the phasor data is routed through several autonomous
systems, where some of them might (partially) support IFC.
Similarly, enterprise networks could upgrade their routers to
adopt IFC in batches instead of at once. In this section, we
show that IFC still leads to significant improvement with only
partial adoption.
Figure 17 shows the results of emulating the Internet2
network with each link adopting IFC with some probability
which, when 0, means that all links obey some legacy queueing
discipline (FIFO, RED, or FQ CoDel) and, when 1, means
that IFC is fully adopted. The results show that, as we
increase the adoption of IFC, the throughput increases and the
AoI decreases. When we start with all FIFO or FQ CoDel
links, the increasing coverage of IFC links improves both
throughput and AoI, while SDM and TDM emphasize on
different aspects: SDM leads to shorter AoI and TDM leads
to higher throughput. Notably, for the case where the legacy
deployment is RED, increasing adoption can improve the
throughput without AoI degradation (SDM) or trade a little
AoI for much higher throughput (TDM).
F. Benefits under Varying AoI Load
Through the previous experiments, we demonstrate that IFC
is helpful for mixed LDA and AoI traffic. Since AoI traffic is
not yet included in most traces nowadays, we use the UDP
traffic as a proxy for AoI traffic. However, in practice, not all
UDP traffic is AoI traffic. Therefore, we conduct experiments
below to show that IFC still achieves performance gains under
different AoI traffic loads.
We vary the AoI traffic load by adjusting the AoI load level
– the fraction of AoI traffic in the total traffic – and run the
experiments under FIFO and standard IFC (SDM with γ =
0.5). The normalized results are shown in Table III, where we
normalize the FIFO results by IFC. In most networks and load
levels, IFC achieves both higher throughput and shorter AoI.
In some cases, IFC trades a little throughput for significant
reductions in AoI (2 to 9% throughput in exchange for 1.33
to 4.38× shorter AoI). We remark that one can further adjust
the AoI ratio γ in those cases for other trade-offs. Overall,
IFC helps regardless of the AoI load level.
VIII. RELATED WORK
Data freshness is a well-recognized requirement to achieve
safety and stability in many communities, including con-
nected vehicles/satellites [6], [15], [7], [8], [9], [10], real-time
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Figure 15: We emulate SDM (round marks) and TDM (diamond marks) in Mininet and compare the methods with state-of-the-
art queueing disciplines, including FIFO, RED, and FQ-CoDel. We also verify using the single-link setting that LIFO could
be beneficial for AoI but significantly harmful for throughput. Notice that the horizontal axis is reversed, and the closer to
the bottom-left corner implies better performance. We also draw the trade-off curves of SDM and TDM. As shown in the
figures, SDM and TDM can achieve higher throughput with lower AoI using an appropriately chosen AoI ratio. As expected,
the trade-off curves show that SDM and TDM strive for shorter AoI under larger AoI ratio γ.
Table II: The normalized throughput (Thr) and AoI of IFC (with SDM as the scheduler) combined with existing methods
(mean ± standard deviation, normalized by standard IFC). The results show that IFC improves the throughput by 10% to 40%
and reduces the AoI up to 50%.
(a) Internet2
Method without IFC with IFC(SDM)Thr AoI Thr AoI
FIFO 0.72± 0.05 2.14± 0.13 1.00± 0.00 1.00± 0.00
FQ CoDel 0.52± 0.08 889.42± 157.41 0.67± 0.08 686.96± 159.86
RED 0.65± 0.04 1.03± 0.02 0.81± 0.05 0.99± 0.02
BBR 0.72± 0.06 2.14± 0.13 1.01± 0.06 1.00± 0.02
DCTCP 0.74± 0.05 1.39± 0.05 1.03± 0.06 1.00± 0.02
(b) B4
Method without IFC with IFC(SDM)Thr AoI Thr AoI
FIFO 0.92± 0.07 1.21± 0.04 1.00± 0.00 1.00± 0.00
FQ CoDel 0.71± 0.08 37.76± 19.41 0.87± 0.09 23.38± 9.69
RED 0.70± 0.05 1.01± 0.02 0.78± 0.06 1.00± 0.02
BBR 0.92± 0.11 1.19± 0.13 0.99± 0.12 0.99± 0.10
DCTCP 0.89± 0.07 1.03± 0.02 0.99± 0.08 1.00± 0.02
Table III: Normalized throughput and AoI under different load
level of AoI traffic (normalized by standard IFC). For all
cases, IFC improves both throughput and AoI, or trades a little
throughput to shorten the AoI significantly.
(a) Normalized throughput (the smaller the better).
Network AoI Load Level
10% 1% 0.1% 0.01% 0.001%
Single Link 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99
SWAN 0.86 1.04 1.05 0.99 1.02
Internet2 0.84 1.09 0.99 0.99 1.00
B4 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.93
(b) Normalized AoI (the larger the better).
Network AoI Load Level
10% 1% 0.1% 0.01% 0.001%
Single Link 13.14 56.79 33.70 7.38 1.71
SWAN 1.36 2.83 4.05 2.87 1.33
Internet2 2.20 4.38 5.63 2.50 1.22
B4 1.23 1.96 2.42 1.93 1.21
power systems [11], [46], [12], [47], [13], [14]. State-of-the-
art designs use networks for connectivity only and strive for
freshness at the end systems by active probing [43], [44], [45],
dedicated links [46], [47], or local decision [9].
The goal of improving freshness of flows in a network has
also captured the interest of the information theory community
over the past decade since the initial work of [24], [25]
introduced the concept of the AoI. So far, most research papers
in this area focus on theoretical analysis and consider the
updates generated by a stochastic source going through differ-
ent queueing systems, including one-queue systems (M/M/1,
M/D/1, D/M/1 [25], M/M/1/1, and M/M/1/2∗ [29]) and
multihop networks [33]. This literature has provided many
insights for design. For example, when multiple sources are
present, [31] proposes to keep only the freshest update in the
queue and simulation results demonstrate that the approach
can effectively reduce the queueing delay. Another example is
that the zero-wait policy, a.k.a., the work-conservation policy,
is usually not AoI optimal [69], [32]. Instead, a “lazy” policy
performs better [69]. We refer the reader to [26] for a more
comprehensive survey on the prior work on AoI.
One recent set of papers that is related to ours focuses
on analytic studies of the interplay between freshness and
traditional measures, like throughput and energy. For example,
[70], [71], [72] focus on scheduling and queueing disciplines
for flows that care about a combination of freshness and
throughput. [73], [74] study the energy cost of maintaining
freshness. We remark that the problems investigated in these
papers are different from ours in that they impose constraints
to maintain throughput/energy level for the AoI flows. In
contrast, in our work, the AoI flows are interested in AoI only,
and a separate class of flows is interested in throughput. We
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Figure 16: We run 100 randomly generated flow patterns and
normalize the results by the standard IFC (SDM with γ = 0.5).
FQ-CoDel achieves much lower throughput and higher AoI in






















(a) Starting with all FIFO links



















(b) Starting with all RED links




















(c) Starting with all FQ CoDel links
Figure 17: Random links adopting IFC according to the adop-
tion probability. Originally, all the links obey some queueing
discipline (FIFO, RED, or FQ CoDel). As more links adopt
IFC, the performance improves.
emphasize that, to the best of our knowledge, our paper is the
first contribution to this literature that includes implementation
experiments.
Regarding implementation, our approach to freshness is
related to two ideas: active queue management and hetero-
geneous flow scheduling. Active queue management meth-
ods control the queue size through packet drop or explicit
congestion notification. They aim to avoid congestion [64],
[75] and bufferbloat [76], [77], [65]. Although those methods
also drop packets, they do not consider the heterogeneity of
flows, neither do they differentiate packets from the same flow
according to their properties such as freshness.
On the other hand, heterogeneous flow scheduling systems
acknowledge the variety of objectives among flows and exploit
their differences to get better performance. For instance,
HULL [78] deals with throughput and ultra-low latency appli-
cations. pFabric [52] and PIAS [53] reduce flow completion
time by differentiating short and long flows. D3 [54] satisfies
deadlines of alive flows by quenching the flows past due.
NetStitcher [79] improves average utilization by manipulating
bulk traffic. All of the systems above leverage the diversity of
the flows to achieve their design goals, but our IFC is the first
to address the trade-off between throughput and freshness.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, our proposed In-network Freshness Control
(IFC) presents the first implementation of a design for im-
proving freshness of network flows while maintaining high
throughput for legacy traffic via a fine-grained control of
the trade-off between the two quantities. IFC alleviates the
requirements on the endhosts, and it addresses the network
sharing problem naturally that is not easily handleable for
endhost-based freshness control. We implement our design as
Linux kernel modules and show through emulations that IFC
can reduce age of information (AoI) dramatically, while simul-
taneously improving throughput (in many cases), or costing
throughput by only a small amount (in the worst case). Further,
we demonstrate that IFC can incorporate existing methods for
legacy traffic and does not require full-scale adoption to realize
performance benefits.
There are a number of interesting issues that remain to
study in followup work. Firstly, by dropping packets, IFC no
longer guarantees reliability for AoI flows, which can raise
security concerns. Currently, there are two ways to handle
such concerns in the IFC design – either marking security-
emphasized packets as LDA or setting the AoI ratio to 1 to
fully prioritize AoI flows. Though these approaches would
work, more sophisticated measures to balance freshness and
security are important to explore. Secondly, we give analytic
guidelines for setting the AoI ratio in IFC based on modeling
the network as a single link. Of course, real networks can
be more complicated, and load balancing under different
LDA/AoI traffic composition is itself an interesting research
direction. Also, in more general situations, one may wonder if
setting the AoI ratio differently at each port would give a better
trade-off curve. Thirdly, all the designs we consider are work-
conserving, and while this is true with traditional measures like
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throughput and delay, optimal AoI designs may not be work-
conserving. As we have seen with the pulse train in Section V,
it may be worth waiting instead of starting transmission even
if the AoI queue is nonempty and the link is idle. It will be
interesting to investigate designs that are not work-conserving
in future work in order to see what improvements are possible.
Finally, although our IFC design can be implemented in
both DPDK and Linux kernel, for even higher-performance
networks, people are interested in deploying solutions to the
Protocol Independent Switch Architecture (PISA). Since IFIL
may replace enqueued packets and PISA in general does not
touch enqueued packets, deploying IFC to PISA requires more
research.
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